
1 $3,000

12 Parent Training Modules

Plus 4 Additional Coaching Sessions!  
Recorded one hour Zoom sessions.

Thirty minutes of weekly coaching for your family's needs.

Thirty minute weekly lesson with slide presentation.

Assigned homework for each module. 

THIS TRAINING INCLUDES: 
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Stop controlling and start connecting. 

Diffuse defiance without giving in or saying no.

Set expectations and boundaries based on your core values. 

Shift your parenting mindset to gain organic respect and cooperation. 

Feel like a good parent even when you make mistakes. 

Handle backtalk, defiance and meltdowns with positive parenting tools.

Instill a sense of resilience in your child that builds self esteem.   

Address sibling rivalry effectively and help your children develop a closer

bond. 

Get to the root cause of your child's misbehavior and empower you with

tools for creating lasting change. 

THIS TRAINING WILL TEACH YOU HOW TO: 
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For Parent Training and Coaching with Ev 

Create a family legacy that sets your heart on fire! 



Accountability for implementing parenting tools.

Assignments with worksheets and scripts.

Ongoing access to all material and modules via google docs.

Module homework and tools that can be implemented

immediately! 

WEEKLY MODULES AND LESSONS
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To set up a free consultation, click here: https://tinyurl.com/6addp4zk
 

"Both my husband and I were raised in a traditional parenting household where
parental power of the child rules all things. It just wasn't working for us and we were

desperate to find a better way to get along with our kids. I've gone from saying NO all
the time to saying YES. It feels so good to have all the negativity melt away. My kids, 6

and 2, and I are getting along better than ever. They actually listen to me and I'm
finding so much more joy in our relationships. If you are looking for help having a

deeper connection with your kids, stop looking. This is your answer!"
 

Summer Weston-Brown, Mom of two children 
 

 

 
Hello loving and pro-active parent! 

 
You are dedicated to raising resilient and responsible children. You set boundaries,

follow through and try to be as patient as possible but every parent has their limits!

 
No matter what you say and do, you are met with meltdowns, defiance and backtalk.

You might secretly feel like a failure as parent because you are trying to teach your

child how to cooperate, tell the truth and share but they just keep pushing boundaries,

lying and refuse to share their toys. You are sick and tired of the negative cycle and you

want change but you have no idea what to do differently! 

 
What if you were just 90 days away from feeling empowered, confident and connected

with your children? What if you could learn everything you need to know to grow respect

and cooperation organically in just a few months? Stop settling, let me help you create a

new family legacy that will set your heart on fire!

 
Cheers to transforming your trajectory, Ev Vieira - Speaker, Educator and Trainer 

 
 
 


